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Geometry, electronic structure, and magnetic properties of TM@Na8 (TM = 3d, 4d and 5d transition metal
atoms) clusters have been systematically investigated by using scalar relativistic density functional
theory with generalized gradient approximation. Calculations demonstrate that the superatom nature
and the magnetic moments of TM@Na8 (TM = 3d, 4d and 5d) clusters vary from 0 to 6 lB. The stability
and origins of these magnetic properties were fully analyzed. Interestingly, we found the magnetic
properties of several TM@Na8 clusters have little relation with d electrons of the TM atom.
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1. Introduction

Atomic clusters with reduced size can constitute a new phase of
matter with distinct properties different from those of individual
atoms and bulk matter. Their properties can be changed with com-
position, shape, size, and the charged states, so cluster assemblies
can offer the unique prospect of making materials with desired and
tunable characteristics [1,2]. In order to get a highly stable cluster
serving as the elementary building block of materials, the first step
is to identify the stable cluster motifs and understand the mecha-
nisms that control their stability [3].

Some stable clusters with magic numbered behaviors have been
explained by the electronic shell model–jellium model, where the
electrons respond to a positive uniform background obtained by
smearing the charge of ionic cores. The quantum confinement of
electrons in spherical clusters leads to bunching of electronic levels
into shells, i.e. 1S, 1P, 1D, 2S, 1F, 2P. . ., in a similar way as in atoms
[4–8]. In particular, atomic clusters with suitable size and compo-
sition can be designed to mimic the chemistry of atoms in the peri-
odic table. These clusters can be viewed as ‘‘super atoms’’ and may
form the building blocks for a class of nanomaterials with unique
structural, electronic, optical, magnetic, and thermodynamic prop-
erties. Unlike atoms, the electronic orbitals in superatoms spread
over the cluster and hence exhibit new features. For instance, the
filling of electronic shell generally do not follow the Hund’s rule
of maximizing the spin. This is because the geometrical distortions
remove the degeneracies in electronic shells and stabilize the clus-
ters via Jahn-Teller effect [9]. However, like atomic orbitals, the
superatomic orbitals have the same angular distributions (S, P, D,
etc., which denote electronic shells in superatom). These analogies
have given rise to the concept of superatom.

Over the past few years, many works on superatom have
focused on nonmagnetic species, such as Nan clusters, Aln clusters,
and Aun clusters [6–8,10–13]. Since the pioneering work of Berg-
mann and co-workers who found the amazingly large atomic mag-
netic moments (6.6–7.0 lB per atom) associated with transition
metal impurities on the surfaces and in the interior of alkali metals
[14–18], many studies on the mechanism of magnetic properties of
vanadium impurities in alkali hosts were inspired [19–23]. The
geometry, electronic structure, and magnetic properties of 3d tran-
sition metal atom doped Nan (n = 4–7) clusters are studied by using
two complementary approaches including all-electron calculations
on free clusters and supercell calculations, and the results sug-
gested that the transition metal atoms can attain spin moments
higher than their atomic values, especially the results of VNan

clusters which support the conclusions of the experimental studies
by Bergman and Song that the V atoms supported on alkali layers
can attain large spin moments [22].

To further understand the nature of the enhanced magnetic
moment, Khanna group proposed a designing framework about
magnetic superatoms [24]. They invoked the systems that have
both localized and delocalized electronic states, in which localized
electrons stabilize magnetic moments and the filled nearly-free
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TMNa8 with serious distortionTMNa8 with slight distortion

Fig. 1. The optimized structures of TMNa8 clusters, and the pink atom is Na atom,
and the green is TM atom. TMNa8 with slight distortion. TMNa8 with serious
distortion. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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electron shells lead to stable species. Since then, the stability and
magnetic moments of VNan and VCsn (n = 1–12) have been system-
atically investigated. VNa8 and VCs8 with a square-antiprism struc-
ture were demonstrated to be such typical magnetic superatoms,
which have a half-filled D subshell (1D5) and filled delocalized SP
electronic supershells (1S21P6). Subsequently, TiNan [25], ScNan

[26], FeMg8 [9], TMCa8 (TM = Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu and
Zn) [27], XMg8 (X = Be, B, C, N, O and F) [28], and MnSrn [29] clus-
ters were studied by using first principles theoretical calculations
to examine the superatomic shell model and various magnetic
properties.

Motivated by previous investigations, we note that the central-
doped square antiprism structure can always maintain a fixed
geometry with the slightly decrease of symmetry. Therefore, we
expect it to serve as an elementary building block of cluster-
assembled materials. It is desirable to further explore the super-
atom nature of these clusters with central-doped square antiprism
geometry. In this work, we have systematically investigated the
electronic and magnetic properties of TM@Na8 (TM = 3d, 4d and
5d transition metals) clusters, and the superatom nature are
demonstrated by the valence electron configuration. Surprisingly,
we found that the large magnetic moments of some TM@Na8

clusters have little relation with d-state electrons of TMs, and the
spin polarization originates from exchange splitting of supershells.
Table 1
The spin magnetic moments (MM), valence electron configurations, Mulliken spin density (
energy gaps (gap) of TMNa8 clusters, and the atomic Hirshfeld charges (HC) of TM atom.

Clus MM (lB) Configuration MSD

ScNa8 3 1S21P61D3 1.753
TiNa8 4 1S21P61D4 3.135
VNa8 5 1S21P61D5 4.649
CrNa8 6 1S21P61D52S1 5.332
MnNa8 5 1S21P61D62S1 4.894
FeNa8 4 1S21P61D72S1 3.567
CoNa8 1 1S21P61D9 1.7941
NiNa8 0 1S21P61D10 0.0
YNa8 3 1S21P61D3 2.339
ZrNa8 4 1S21P61D4 2.795
NbNa8 5 1S21P61D5 4.730
MoNa8 4 1S21P61D6 4.702
TcNa8 3 1S21P61D7 3.443
RuNa8 2 1S21P51D9 1.522
RhNa8 1 1S21P51D10 �0.097
PdNa8 0 1S21P61D10 0.0
LaNa8 3 1S21P61D3 2.339
HfNa8 4 1S21P61D4 2.795
TaNa8 5 1S21P61D5 4.730
WNa8 4 1S21P61D6 4.702
ReNa8 3 1S21P61D7 3.443
OsNa8 2 1S21P61D8 1.522
IrNa8 1 1S21P61D9 �0.097
PtNa8 0 1S21P61D10 0.0
2. Computational details

All calculations are performed by utilizing the local spin density
approximation (LSDA) [30] augmented with gradient correction
approximation (GGA) functional in the Perdew–Wang [PW91]
functional [31,32] form in the Amsterdam Density Functional
(ADF) package [33]. Relativistic effects are important for the
electronic properties of Transition metal clusters, a combined
scalar relativistic (SR) zero order regular approximation (ZORA)
[34,35] has been taken into account. Furthermore, the frozen-core
triple-zeta basis sets plus polarization functions (TZP) are
employed during our calculations, and the inter-shell orbitals of
the 3d, 4d, 5d transition-metal atom are kept frozen up to 2p, 3p
and 4p shell, respectively.

In addition, the spin-unrestricted calculations are performed.
For each transition metal atom doping, various possible magnetic
states are fully optimized without any symmetry restriction until
an energy minimum occurs. The stability of the lowest-energy
structures were confirmed by further calculating vibrational
frequency, there is no imaginary for structures reported here. To
check the reliability of our computational method, our calculated
magnetic moment 5 lB for VNa8, 3 lB for ScNa8, agree well with
the previous results [24,25]. The calculated gap (0.62 eV) between
the highest occupied orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied orbi-
tal (LUMO) of VNa8 is comparable to 0.69 eV in reference [22]. The
calculated binding energy 7.10 eV for ScNa8 is very close to 6.94 eV
in reference [25].

To further eliminate any uncertainty arising from the choice of
basis set or numerical procedure, Supplementary supercell
approach calculations were carried out for many of the clusters
by using plane-wave basis sets implemented in the VASP code
[36–38]. In the calculations, we consider the effect of GGA + U,
where U refers to a Hubbard term describing the on-site Coulomb
electron repulsion. The results show the lowest-energy configura-
tions still have same spin state except YNa8 cluster (from 1 lB to
3 lB). These suggest the magnetic properties of TM@Na8 clusters
are dominated by electronic structures caused by different TM
atoms.
MSD) of TM atom, binding energies (BE), embedding energies (EE), the LUMO–HOMO

EE (eV) BE (eV) Gap (eV) HC

1.542 7.100 0.250 �0.283
2.407 7.965 0.330 �0.374
3.231 8.789 0.623 �0.427
1.755 7.313 0.380 �0.186
1.381 6.939 0.258 �0.296
2.101 7.659 0.305 �0.337
2.930 8.488 0.352 �0.446
3.750 9.308 0.614 �0.281
2.108 7.666 0.246 �0.112
2.406 7.964 0.343 �0.325
3.084 8.642 0.751 �0.331
1.975 7.533 0.270 �0.286
2.937 8.495 0.493 �0.523
4.318 9.876 0.358 �0.461
5.434 10.992 0.380 �0.533
4.104 9.662 0.959 �0.206
2.086 7.644 0.329 �0.207
2.722 8.280 0.411 �0.224
3.431 8.989 0.539 �0.390
3.411 8.969 0.160 �0.372
2.545 8.103 0.354 �0.440
4.206 9.764 0.040 �0.664
5.820 11.378 0.195 �0.647
6.363 11.921 0.655 �0.455
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Geometries, stabilities and electronic structures

Fig. 1 shows the optimized geometry of TMNa8 clusters with
slight distortion, and nearly all TMNa8 clusters keep the square
antiprism frame of Na8 clusters, with the TM atom inserted
between a square and a rhombus. However, in several optimized
geometries with relative serious distortion, such as YNa8, ZrNa8,
LaNa8 and HfNa8, the transition metal atom moves from the center
to bottom, whole structures looks like imperfect icosahedra. This
may be because the square antiprism structure was not the actual
global minima structures for these clusters.

In order to compare relative stabilities of theTMNa8 clusters, we
calculated binding energies (BE) of clusters and embedding ener-
gies (EE) of TM atom. The BE represents the gain in energy when
one TM atom and eight isolated Na atoms are held together, and
the EE represents the gain in energy as TM atom is added to Na8

cluster, and they were respectively defined as the following
equation:
Fig. 2. The variation of the binding energies (BE), embedding energies (E
BE ¼ EðTMÞ þ 8EðNaÞ � EðTMNa8Þ
EE ¼ EðTMÞ þ EðNa8Þ � EðTMNa8Þ

Here, E(Na), E(TM) E(Na8), and E(TMNa8) are respectively the
ground state energies of sodium atom, transition metal atom, Na8

cluster and TMNa8 cluster. Table 1 gives the spin magnetic
moments (SM), the valence electron configurations, binding ener-
gies (BE), embedding energies (EE), the energy gaps (gap) between
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) of TMNa8 clusters, as well as the atomic
Hirshfeld charges (HC) of TM atom. Fig. 2 plots the variation of
the BE, EE, HOMO–LUMO gaps of 3d, 4d, 5d-TMNa8 clusters. As seen
from Fig. 2, the BEs are on the whole larger than the EEs, there are
two sharp peaks at VNa8, NiNa8, suggesting the two clusters have
relative enhanced stabilities. This is consistent with the result of
HOMO–LUMO gaps. The stability characteristic is also similar to
4d- and 5d-TMNa8 clusters. All the HOMO–LUMO gaps of these
TMNa8 clusters are generally small, only VNa8, NiNa8, NbNa8,
PdNa8, TaNa8, PtNa8 have a gap larger than 0.5 eV, suggesting their
enhanced chemical stability.
E), HOMO–LUMO gaps of 3d-TMNa8, 4d-TMNa8, 5d-TMNa8 clusters.



Table 2
The sequence of valence electron filling from low to high energy of TMNa8 clusters.

Clus The order of valence electron filling

ScNa8 1Sa1Sb1Pa1Pa1Pa1Pb1Pb1Pb1Da1Da1Da

TiNa8 1Sa1Sb1Pa1Pa1Pa1Pb1Pb1Pb1Da1Da1Da1Da

VNa8 1Sa1Sb1Pa1Pa1Pb1Pa1Pb1Da1Da1Pb1Da1Da1Da

CrNa8 1Sa1Sb1Da1Da1Da1Da1Da1Pa1Pa1Pb1Pa1Pb1Pb2Sa

MnNa8 1Sa1Da1Da1Da1Da1Sb1Da1Pa1Pa1Pb1Pb1Pa1Pb2Sa1Db

FeNa8 1Sa1Da1Da1Da1Sb1Da1Da1Pa1Pa1Pb1Pb1Pa1Pb1Db1Db2Sa

CoNa8 1Sa1Sb1Da1Da1Da1Da1Da1Pb1Pa1Pb1Pa1Pb1Pa1Db1Db1Db1Db

NiNa8 1Sa1Sb1Pa1Pb1Pa1Pb1Da1Db1Da1Db1Da1Db1Da1Db1Da1Db1Pa1Pb

YNa8 1Sa1Sb1Pa1Pa1Pb1Pa1Pb1Pb1Da1Da1Da

ZrNa8 1Sa1Sb1Pa1Pa1Pb1Pa1Pb1Da1Pb1Da1Da1Da

NbNa8 1Sa1Sb1Pa1Pa1Pa1Da1Da1Da1Da1Pb1Pb1Da1Pb

MoNa8 1Sa1Sb1Da1Da1Da1Da1Da1Pa1Pb1Pa1Pb1Pa1Pb1Db

TcNa8 1Sa1Sb1Da1Da1Da1Da1Da1Pa1Pa1Pb1Pb1Pa1Db1Db1Pb

RuNa8 1Sa1Sb1Da1Da1Da1Da1Da1Pa1Pa1Pb1Pb1Db1Db1Pa1Db1Db

RhNa8 1Sa1Sb1Db1Db1Da1Da1Da1Da1Db1Db1Da1Db1Pa1Pa1Pb1Pb1Pa

Pd Na8 1Sa1Sb1Da1Db1Da1Db1Da1Db1Da1Db1Da1Db1Pa1Pb1Pa1Pb1Pa1Pb

LaNa8 1Sa1Sb1Pa1Pa1Pb1Pa1Pb1Pb1Da1Da1Da

HfNa8 1Sa1Sb1Pa1Pa1Pb1Pa1Pb1Pb1Da1Da1Da1Da

TaNa8 1Sa1Sb1Pa1Pa1Pa1Da1Da1Da1Da1Pb1Pb1Da1Pb

WNa8 1Sa1Sb1Da1Da1Da1Da1Da1Pa1Pa1Pb1Pb1Pa1Pb1Db

ReNa8 1Sa1Sb1Da1Da1Da1Da1Da1Pb1Pb1Pa1Pa1Pa1Pb1Db1Db

OsNa8 1Sa1Sb1Da1Da1Da1Da1Da1Pa1Pa1Pa1Pb1Pb1Pb1Db1Db1Db

IrNa8 1Sa1Sb1Db1Db1Da1Da1Da1Da1Db1Db1Pa1Pa1Da1Db1Pb1Pb1Pa

PtNa8 1Sa1Sb1Da1Db1Da1Db1Da1Db1Da1Db1Da1Db1Pa1Pb1Pa1Pb1Pa1Pb
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In order to explain the stabilities, we analyzed in detail the
molecular orbitals (MOs) of TMNa8 clusters and identified the
angular momentum character of the orbitals by inspection of their
global shape and nodes in analogy with atomic orbitals. Table 2
lists the sequence of valence electron filling from low to high
energy of the TMNa8 clusters. We find that these configurations
are really in accord with shell model of superatom, and the corre-
sponding electron orbitals have 1S, 1P, 1D, 2S character. However,
the electron filling of most TMNa8 clusters do not follow Hund’s
rule other than ScNa8 and TiNa8 clusters, whose electron occupy
orbitals rigidly exhibit the order of 1S, 1P, 1D, 2S and so on. Their
valence configurations are respectively 1S21P61D3 and 1S21P61D4.
Some clusters have enhanced stabilities because they have
half-filled or full-occupied electronic shells. For instance, NiNa8,
Fig. 3. The valence molecular orbital energy levels and corresponding charge
density isosurfaces of MnNa8 cluster. The red horizontal lines indicate levels of spin
majority (up), and the purple lines are corresponding to spin minority (down). The
side of horizontal line indicates angular momentum of superatom orbital. The order
of valence electron filling of MnNa8 cluster as follow: 1Sa1Da1Da1Da1Da1Sb1Da1-
a1Da1Da1Da1Da1Sb1Da1Pa1Pa1Pb1Pb1Pa1Pb2Sa1Db. (For interpretation of the ref-
erences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
PdNa8, PtNa8 have a 1S21P61D10 electronic configuration, perfectly
corresponding to a valence pool of 18 electrons, which leads to
their enhanced stabilities. While VNa8, NbNa8, TaNa8 have 13
valence electrons, corresponding to an electronic configuration of
1S21P61D5. As for the other clusters, in the same period, along with
the increase of transition metal atom number, the irregularities of
the electron filling increase. Fig. 3 demonstrates the valence
electron molecular orbitals of MnNa8 cluster from low energy to
high energy. The picture can help to identify the nature of orbitals.
Starting from the lowest-energy orbital, the lowest state is spread
out over several atoms and has 1S superorbital character. A sym-
metrized fragment molecular orbitals (MOs) analysis indicates,
the 1S orbital is linear combination of 55.6% Mn 4s orbital, 37.8%
Na8 3s orbital, 4.4% Mn 3d orbital and 2.5% Na8 3p orbitals. The
next four orbitals is spin up 1D character, and these D states have
almost 100% contribution from the d orbitals of Mn atom. These
states are followed by a spin down 1S state, a spin up 1D state,
Fig. 4. The variation of the spin total magnetic moments of TMNa8 clusters and the
corresponding Mulliken spin density of TM atom.
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six 1P states, a spin up 2S state and a spin down 1D state. It is
worth pointing out that RuNa8 and RhNa8 have an irregular valence
configuration, 1S21P51D9 and 1S21P51D10 respectively.
3.2. Magnetic properties

It is very interesting to speak about these ground-state TMNa8

clusters’ magnetic moments. Relative to the spin magnetic
moment of single TM atom, Sc, Ti, V, Y, Zr, La, Ta-doped Na8

clusters have enhanced atomic magnetic moments. Cr, Mn, Fe,
Nb, Pd, Hf and W-doped Na8 clusters keep the same as their atomic
magnetic moments. Co, Ni, Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, Re, Os, Ir-doped Na8

clusters have reduced magnetic moments. Especially, the magnetic
moment of NiNa8 and PtNa8 is completely quenched.

To analyze the origin of the magnetic moments, we investigated
TMNa8 cluster’s Mulliken population and the MOs distribution of
the unpaired electrons. Table 1 lists the atomic Mulliken spin
density (MSD), and the spin density can reflect the local magnetic
moment of TM atom in cluster. Fig. 4 shows the variation of the spin
magnetic moments of 3d, 4d, 5d-TMNa8 clusters and the
corresponding MSD of TM atom. The local magnetic moments vary
like total magnetic moment of clusters, which suggests the local
magnetic moment of TM atom giving a major contribution to the
total moment. It is worthwhile to note that the local magnetic
moments of TM atom in several clusters (such as Co, Nb, Mo, Tc,
W and Re-doped Na8 clusters) are larger than the cluster itself mag-
netic moment, which implies that the local spin moment of these
TM atom is partly quenched and there is an opposite spin moment
in the Na8 shell (The Supplementary-I Materials). We think the
above phenomenon is due to the different polarization in clusters.
The polarization is accompanied by charge transfer and the
exchange splitting in superatom shell. The calculated Hirshfeld
charges of TM atom are all negative (Table 1), indicating TM atom
get really electrons from Na clusters. In addition, according to
Mulliken population analysis, during single atom forming into
Table 3
The distribution of unpaired electrons of 3d-TMNa8 clusters.

Clus MM The origins of unpair electrons

ScNa8 3 41A 50.93% Sc 3D:yz + 26.8% Na 3S
42A 51.00% Sc 3D:xz + 37.2% Na 3S
43A 53.06% Sc 3D:xy + 30.2% Na 3S

TiNa8 4 41A 75.57% Ti 3D:xy + 17.9% Na 3S
42A 74.08% Ti 3D:xy + 15.7% Na 3S
43A 63.39% Ti 3D:yz + 18.1% Na 3S
44A 42.91% Ti 3D:z2 + 21.25% Ti3D:x2–y2 + 14.7% Na3S

VNa8 5 41A 74.86% V 3D:yz
42A 48.60% V 3D:z2 + 27.0% V 3D:x2–y2
43A 72.21% V 3D:xz + 5.5% V 3D:xy + 16.30% Na 3S
44A 72.27% V 3D:xy + 5.43% V 3D:yz + 12.63% Na 3S
45A 51.74% V 3D:x2–y2 + 29.41% V 3D:z2 + 2.27% V4S

CrNa8 6 41A 90.80% Cr 3D:xy
42A 62.79% Cr 3D:x2–y2 + 31.37%3 Cr 3D:z2
43A 64.14% Na 3S + 15.01% Cr 3P:y
44A 62.95% Na 3S + 15.52% Cr 3P:z
45A 61.71% Na 3S + 15.92% Cr 3P:x
46A 71.70% Na 3S + 14.45% Cr 4S

MnNa8 5 42A 89.97%Mn3D:yz + 4.76%Mn3D:z2 + 2.39% Mn 3D:x2–y2
43A 68.17% Na 3S + 13.29%Mn 4P:y
44A 57.26% Na 3S + 13.75% Mn 4P:z
45A 61.11% Na 3S + 16.75% Mn 4P:x
46A 77.11% Na 3S + 20.04% Mn 4 S

FeNa8 4 43A 70.73% Na 3S + 10.16% Fe 4P:y
44A 69.56% Na 3S + 10.56% Fe 4P:z
45A 67.23% Na 3S + 11.40% Fe 4P:x
46A 71.67% Na 3S + 24.22% Fe 4S

CoNa8 1 45A 62.7% Na 3S + 9.97.%Co P:x + 18.98% Na 4P
clusters, the s electrons of TM atom decrease, the p electrons and
d electrons generally increase, especially the more increase the
amount of d electron, the more local magnetic moment of TM atom
is quenched.

Table 3 gives the distribution of the unpaired electron of 3d-
TMNa8 clusters. We can see the unpaired electrons of ScNa8, TiNa8

VNa8 mainly come from the TM atom’s d electrons and 3s electrons
of Na atoms, and the proportion of d electrons increase from ScNa8

toVNa8. Starting from CrNa8, the inner-shell unpaired electrons
mainly come from d electron of TM, and the outer shell unpaired
electrons come from 3s orbitals of Na and p orbitals of TM atom,
and the contribution of d electrons of TM gradually reduces, the
contribution 3s electrons of Na atoms gradually increase. Intrigu-
ingly, the unpaired electrons of FeNa8 cluster completely come
from 3s orbitals of Na and p orbitals of Fe atom. The phenomenon
is similar for 4d, 5d-doped Na8 clusters (see: Tables 4 and 5 in the
Fig. 5. The energy difference between the lowest majority and minority states of
the 1S, 1P, and 1D supershells in TMNa8 clusters.
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Supplementary-II Materials), the unpaired electrons of YNa8, ZrNa8,
NbNa8 and LaNa8, HfNa8, TaNa8 are primarily contributed by the TM
atom’s d electrons and 3s electrons of Na atoms, but for MoNa8 and
WNa8 clusters, the inner-shell unpaired electrons come from d elec-
tron of TM, the outer shell unpaired electrons come from 3s of Na
and sp of TM atom. The unpaired electrons of TcNa8, RuNa8, RhNa8,
ReNa8, OsNa8, and IrNa8 clusters nearly completely come from 3s
orbitals of Na and p orbitals of TM atom.

The above analysis of the MOs of unpaired electrons suggests
that a significant hybridization between s orbitals and d orbitals
as well as spin polarization of sp electrons, which lead to ScNa8,
TiNa8 VNa8 have enhanced magnetic moment and the local mag-
netic moments of TM atom are larger than its atomic spin magnetic
moment. The spin polarization originates from s–d interaction,
which results in spin splitting of supershell [39]. The energy differ-
ence between the lowest majority and minority states of the 1S, 1P,
and 1D supershells in TMNa8 clusters can reflect the splitting extent.
As seen from Fig. 5, 1P has a minimum splitting, and splitting of 1D is
maximal. The splitting of 1S has obvious change with radius
increase. For 3d-TMNa8 clusters, the ScNa8, TiNa8 VNa8’s splitting
is small, while the splitting of Cr, Mn and Fe-doped Na8 clusters dis-
tinctly increase, so the splitting can be controlled by the nature of
the central TM atom, especially dominated by d orbitals of TM.
4. Conclusions

The geometrical, electronic, and magnetic properties of the
transition-metal-doped sodium clusters: TM@Na8 (TM = 3d, 4d
and 5dtransition metal atoms) have been systematically investi-
gated by using scalar relativistic density functional with general-
ized gradient approximation. It is found (1) nearly all the ground
states of TM@Na8 keep the TM-central geometric structure, for
which the transition metal atom is located at the center of square
antiprism Na8 cluster, (2) the magnetic moments of TM@Na8 clus-
ters vary from 0 to 6 lB by doping different transition-metal atoms
into Na8 cluster, (3) the electron filling of most TMNa8 clusters
does not preserve Hund’s rule because of the exchange splitting
in superatom shell, and (4) the origins of magnetic properties of
some TM@Na8 clusters were given a detailed analysis. Such mag-
netic clusters are likely to be molecular devices, which may have
great implication on spin filters [40,41]. The superatom nature of
TM@Na8 clusters inspires us to further investigate their assem-
bled-nanostructures in future.
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